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:
, The geomagnetic and geological surveys of Wesson Uines property

. , ;V -. 'were carried out during the sumaer of 1947, with the object of seeking an^^V' : ."V'.'"" - : :' :-:' ; ; " ' -''^ :'- '' - - . -  -r--'! -", '
extension of the ore-making conditions found at Renabie Uines, or of finding

economic minerals under different conditions*

The geomagnetic survey was started on August 26, 1947 and was 

completed on September 19, 1947. The geological survey was started July 20, 

1947, and finished August 30, 1947. Both surveys were carried out in con 

junction with similar surveys conducted on the property of lysander Uines Ltd., 

directly to the south of Wesson. Control for surveys on both properties were 

established by a base line some 17,600 feet long run from the south-east 

corner -of the Lysander property in a direction N 30O W to the north-west part 

of the Wesson property* Prom the base line picket lines were run at intervals 

of 550 feet in the direction S 15O E and S 1B O B, making an angle of 4B0 with 

the base line* This rather unusual lay-out of base line and picket lines was 

necessary because of the location of numerous lakes in deep north-oast trending 

gullies. Both the geomagnetic and the geological work was made more difficult 

by the heavily wooded nature of the area and rather rugged topography, and by 

the numerous lakes, flooded streams and beaver ponds*

ACCESS

The Wesson Uines property i G located in the south-eastern part of 

Rennie Township in Uissanabie area, Province of Ontario. The south-east corner 

of the Wesson property is about one end one quarter mi l os due west of the Renabie 

Uines 1 camp. A poor gravel road leading north-east from the village of Uissanabie on
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can be reached more! x^adiiy by a "canoe route starting from the Renabie road, 

through Colborne Lake''and across Rennie Lake to the north-east ana of
• •' - ': ; . ' '.' . ' i' V-'s/'T'. v -J' ..' "'V''-"!,,''.-- 1 ;,.';.-,' ' . -' . . . -. , - '

Garvey Lake, then eastward to the sottth side of the long narrow lake located 

south .of Trem Lake*

CLAIM3,

The property consists of forty-six (46) claims numbered as

follows i

34695 to 54705 (inolusire)i 54900 to 54911 (inclusive)) 
45552 to 45547 (inclusive); 45390 to 45591 (Inclusive)) 
44541 and 44542; 48559 to 48561 (inclusive); 48564 and 
49120*

The,property is adjoined by Lysander and Auburn Vines on the couth, 

ground held by Matheson interests on the west, claims held by P* Janieeon 

on the north, and the claims of Burns and Camabie Vines Limited on the east*

REASONS FOR SURVEY

The surveys on the Wesson property were made to reveal any 

possible geological features coosaon to Wesson and to Renabie Vines and to 

outline any other zones of possible economic interest* It was found that a 

combined geophysical and geological investigation would either directly 

indicate potentially valuable areas, or that information from the two sources 

would solve the geological and structural problems of the area and provide a 

clearer picture of the geological conditions. This would help to eliminate
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ier work" would not appear to be j^tifled, as well as 

-eas where it would seem advisable to Concentrate further 

Lo'ir on'formation, was known to odour in the area and it WAB: 'V 

considered logical to expect that this stratum and its associated extrusive 

rook'types would provide a definite marker horiton to aid Interpretation*

i" 'V GENERAL GEOLOGY

The Oldest rooks of the area1 are basic flows of Keewatin 

age exposed largely in the north-west part of the property* There are a 

few other localities where rocks considered to be extrusive were found, but 

these areas, although of considerable site and definite characteristics 

must be considered as horses or inclusions* Acid breccia, frequent in 

minor amounts, is considered to be a volcanic fragmental and for reasons 

given below may be of some importance*

By far the largest part of the property is underlain by a 

suite of intrusive rooks, tentatively classed as pre-Algoman in age and vary 

ing from a rather fine grained feldspar-porphyry to a coarse grained quarts* 

porphyry character!ted by opalescent quartt eyes* The porphyries have been 

intruded by altered greenish rooks, named diorite in the field, and all the 

above rooks have been intruded by a faintly pinkish-colored Algoman granite, 

and also by Keweenawan diabase dikes striking generally a little west of north*

Mineralited shearing is known to occur at two places on the 

Wesson property. A fairly strong shear crosses the south-west corner and a 

weak shear is believed to exist between the south side of Spud Lake and the 

north side of Spring Lake* Both have been prospected but are reported to

x E* L. Bruce and K. C. Horwoodi "Ont. Dept. Vines" Ann* Rep. Vol. LI
8, 1942 - map 510*



;^^en^ eoxposeidr a 2foot band of aa sal've sphalerite. Where observed

slightly south of east, but no evidence of this shear was 
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p;^ ' An exconlxiation of published geological maps of the area
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shows a pronounced alignment of lakes and streams in a northeasterly direction*
- -. f . '. ' f ^'.- - ^ ^j,"' ' . - -. [ V , -. i *

On the ffesson property this topographical expression of faulting is 

particularly noticeable in the feldspar-porphyry and quartx-porphyry areas* 

Khile some of these trends are strong and persistent they were not found 

to b* accompanied by heavy ahearing or by sulphide mineral!ration. At 

one place there is evidence of horizontal displacement*

QEOLOGT OP THB PROPERTY

As outlined above and shown on the accompanying map, the aftin 

rook types found on the property are the Keewatin basio flows with possibly 

some acid breccias, the quarts-feldspar porphyry intrusives and the late 

Algoman granite* The granite, although minor in amount, is of potential 

economic importance*

The Keewatin basio extrusivea were probably andesitio flows, 

with minor amounts of tuff and breccia, but are usually altered to green 

chloritic schists and often carry numerous small red garnets up to 5 am* 

in diameter.. The area where granite was found intruding the Keewatin flows 

was considered to be favourable ground for mineral deposit)on and was 

examined with care. However, the northern part of the property is largely 

drift'-oovered and rock exposures are scattered and usually small* Ho 

contacts were found and both the exteut and shape of the Keewatin flows



twar the south contact of the f lows at a point south of

listed iron-formation just north of the breooia band at a 

point on the north-jrest shore of Spring lake. From both locations values 

:^are reported to. ha ve been low*

y The intrusive quarts and feldspar porphyries, while covering 

a relatively large area and showing considerable local variation, are 

consistent throughout their entire extent in that they are usually lightly 

sheared or broken into tabular blocks, almost entirely devoid of sulphide 

mineralitation, and contain only short irregular and discontinuous 

quart! veins* Although these rocks may be only slightly younger than the 

Keewatin flows they appear to have been too competent to be opened by 

major shearing stresses, and failure *ben it did occur, was usually of 

the nature of a clean sharp break and did not provide a suitable opening fer 

mineral!ring solutions to deposit* It is thought that the quarts -feldspar 

porphyries are not favourable host rocks for economic -mineral! tati on* It 

should, however, be noted that the quarts-feldspar intrusive area is thought 

to contain numerous large inclusions, and that, in places, these intrusives 

only partly assimilated the original extrusive rocks* For this reason 

there may be cones within the general outline of the intrusive mass which 

are more favourable locations for mineralization than the actual quarts por 

phyries and feldspar porphyries than selves*

It will be noted that Bruce 1 s report on the area considers 

and maps as intrusives, all rocks which contain quartt eyea t however, while

most of the rooks bearing quartt eyes are considered to be intrusive, two
•V

good exposures of acid breooia were found, one on the east and mother on 

the west shore of Stephenson Lake in tiie area mapped as inttusive. The 

breccias were considered to be volcanic fragoentale and in the exposure on
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Ihere the breooia is not veil exposed . 

it is somewhat similar in appearance to the quartz porphyry since the - . ;
•^v-rvV^i;"''"^'''^ -." '"K:.; " -' : '-' • '"•••if\ ' v ••-'.•'. ; . "' ,-'.' : '•'•':. ' .' " - ,' '. '- '' ' "'" ' . . ? '''''' .-' 
'.fe.: . "V ;f "*?**c ^ - : ' ;-'-"' "- : ' ' ' ' - -~ ' " ' ' " ' "' ; ' " ' ' - *'^fragments:are not prominent, and might easily be confused with the quarts 

/porphyry in reconnaissance napping* If the presence of quarts eyes is 

used as the chief diagnostic criterion it is quite possible that consider* 

ably more breooia may exist than is indicated* This possibility is worthy 

of consideration since "The principal showings on the Stover Lake group of 

the Pileggi Prospecting Syndicate are sheared zones containing low gold 

values in a highly altered formation of acid volcanic breccia".x

As will be seen from an examination of the accompanying map 

the Algoman granite around Spring Lake does not conform to the boundaries 

Eh own on Bruce's map* Since there is no doubt that the extended boundaries 

on the present map include the same type of granite the difference in out 

line can only be ascribed to the reconnaissance nature of the government 

survey. It will be noted that this granite is considered and mapped, as 

being of the same age (and from the same parent magma) as the granite in the 

Renabie Hine area*

The Renabie ore was found in a granite-gneiss which is considered 

to be one phase of the granitic intrusion. The Spring Lake granite is a 

massive rook, ftdntly pinkish in color and medium to coarse grained. An 

interesting showing consisting of quarts veins and stringers was found in the 

granite on the south shore of Spring Lake* The quartz is itoite to rusty 

stained and carries small amounts of pyrite and galena. ?he exposure 

is not in itself very impressive but may be indicative of other occurrences

x Op. Cit.
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^;0ne other rook type of possible intere st or importance
'f^ '- v -' ' - ' '. ' " .
roperty. Because the area is largely drift

covered few exposure's-*n4 only one oontaot were found* The rook is 

intrusive, light greenish in colour and medium grained in texture. No 

quarts was observed in specimens exanined* In the field this rook was 

named "basio intrusive". Two exposures consisting of prominent crystals of 

amphibole 'and (altered feldspar?) nan d "hornblendite" in the field may be 

a coarse grained phase of the same intrusive magma* The "Basio intrusive" 

outcrops at the south-west end of the small lake north-east of Tucker 

Lake and was found at this point to be out by a number of quarte-tourmaline 

stringers and veins. The veins carry a high percentage of coarsely 

crystalline to massive tourmaline and a small amount of pyite was noted* 

At one plaoe large blocks of quarts-tourmaline were found loose on the 

surface but the material could not be exposed in plaoe with the tools avail 

able. This area should be carefully prospected and the larger veins 

exposed and sampled. As discussed below the geophysical survey suggests 

drag-folding ir. the vicinity*

GEOMAGNETIC SURVEY

The geomagnetic survey of Wesson Mines Limited ms carried out 

on lines turned off from a main base line at intervals of 650 feet and 

making a spacing between lines of about 400 feet. Readings were taken at 

100 foot intervals on the lines, or at shorter spacing where necessary*

The most prominent magnetic features are the diabase dikes and
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Mneraiixation on the'north shore of' 1

the dikes between the few known out- ^ 

diabase outcrop found in the field was ,

avmagnetib anomaly* The zone of iron formation and mineraliia- 

; tion north of Spring Lake shows as a strong anomaly which appears to be out 

off rather abruptly;at tba'west end ofSpring Lake. The magnetic results, 

do not indicate any'continuity between the mineralization north of Spring 

Lake and the mineralised breccia observed just south of Spud Lake* However, 

an anomaly ocours a few. hundred feet to the south (and appears to be con 

tinuous with the "A" anomaly north of Spring L&e)* Several other 

anomalies were found but were almost entirely in low ground with no outcrops 

to serve as a definite basis for geological interpretation* The possible 

significance of these will be,discussed later* 

Anomaly "A"

The strongest and largest anomaly found is located along 

the north side of Spring Lake and will be referred to as the "A" anomaly* 

It is cut by the main diabase dike and extends both east and west from the 

intersection* This anomaly is apparently explained by the presence of 

magnetite iron formation exposed in old trenches along the north west shore 

of L;, ring Lake. The magnetite is exposed in only a few places along the 

west end of the anomaly, but it is reasonable to expect that it accounts 

largely for the strength of the anomaly* The importance of this anomaly 

lies not in the presence of the magnetite, but in the fact that sulphide 

mineralization is present in the same zone. Reu.vt work, has disclosed 

interesting copper mineralization* at a point on the sorthern flank of 

this anomaly, just east of where the main diabase dike intersects it* 

Since sulphide mineralization of possible importance appears to bo present 

in the zone, this magnetic anomaly should be used as a guide in further

Reported by Mr. P. Ginn
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anomaly, whil* apparently continuous, appears to be' : -,:' ^-V; .••'-.••' . . :." ••••' : .- .v
:diabase dike and its eastward continuation shows

w-srwiM), — -,n-___ w^'ind a mor* regular outline* It is possible that the eastern
ll^^^f^^vH; :: v.:":.r. : . ^ ' - - - ' ,- - ; 
^"/t|iHip'iBjr^ due to magnetic sulphides (pyrrhotite)^i^W:-;/:' ::':W-'-"-:,'.''".';" ' " .
^•v^i^.y\;whl-|iA-:^rA..b.ttenv iaBsooiated with copper mineral i tati on. In the showing 

exposed by stripping pyrrhotite was reported to be present.2

•4:-N@v AricBJaiyA*B*V .'..- . !

iif/' . A tone of magnetio high readings, including anomaly "B",

extends eastward from the south-east end of AliBter Lake to station 931 50 WW'"'"-' '•
;?|^; on the base line where it appears to be out off by a fault* Since this 

"' anomaly is almost entirely in low or drift-covered ground its exact

significance is unknown. There is some evidence to suggest that this tone
'\ i' -"f" J? '

,': '- may include diorite and granite dikes. Since this anoiraly represents a 

fairly strong and lengthy sons it should be investigated by stripping and 

trenching or diamond drilling* 

Anomaly "C 1*

Anomaly "C" north of Stephenson Lake consistB of an extreme 

magnetic high located between two magnetic low areas. Both topographical

and geophysical factors indicate a fault just to the north of the high and 
extending in an easterly direction to and beyond station 92 t 00 W on the

base line* This fault intersects a topographically interpreted fault 

passing through Stephenson Lake. Anomaly "C" is entirely in low ground 

and would have to ve investigated by means other than surface examination*

Anomaly "P*

Anomaly "D" located just south of Tucker Lake, at the north end of, 

the property is thought to be due to the presence of magnetite iron forma* 

V , ti on. One exposure of a sandy greywacke just south of Tucker Lake and

'"'•A' ' Reported by Mr. P. Ginn
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associated with the flows*

and geophysical considerations indicate a

possible late fault extending south-eastward from the south-east end of 

Spud Lake to" a point twelve hundred feet north of the base line on line 

99f-00 W. At this point the diabase dike appears to be displaced* If this 

suggested fault is projected further to the south-east it could also offer 

an explanation for the apparent interruption t. the diabase dike along the 

east boundary of the property* This- fault might also explain why the iron 

formation band, so strong north of Spring Lake, appears to stop abruptly 

at the west end of Spring Lake*

Numerous other anomalies found on the property are considered 

to be of lesser importance* The anomaly in the north-east part of the 

property, although largely drift covered is considered to be caused by a band 

of flows* An exposure of garnetiferous schist at the shore of Tucker Lake 

coincides with the north-west end of the anomaly and the shape of the 

anomaly is typical of a drag-fold in a volcanic flow band*

The two anomalies west of the main diabase dike and parallel to 

it, and the hooked anomaly east of the dike and parallel to it at the north 

end of the property, probably represent small diabase dikes, although no 

exposures were found} however, the possibility of the southern part of this 

anomaly being due to mineralization should not be overlooked*

The south-westward continuation of the "A" anomaly south of 

Spud Lake may mark the approximate contact between the area of basic flows 

to the north and the quarte-feldspar porphyry area to the south* The 

possibility of the south-east trending late fault in this area makes inter 

pretation uncertain* ,';-- .
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ot^th^lb'*B*^li^.,and^ at? 200! H/oix^line .60f-50;W probably represent'narrow 

IllJ^^id^^^ station 71*-60W on the base 

^^-^iJiL^^ to a slightly magnetic 

s one within this rock* ; The. numerous anal, l scattered anomalies north of 

Quary l^e and;the three anosn^ies'on.the'north^shore of the north-east 

bay of Stephenson Lake probably represent slightly magnetic tones in the 

basic flows* ""'" -

The anomaly having the shape of an hollow oval located
'* - * *'

between Qiary and Alister Lakes possibly represents the outline of a tongue 

or inclusion" partly assimilated by the quarts porphyry*

CONCLUSIONS

The geological and geophysical surveys have added a great 

deal of information to what was known about the property* Ho deposits of 

economic importance were found directly, but the combined surveys have 

indicated certain areas worthy of further attention.

From the geological survey alone, the quartz veins and stringers 

on the south shore of Spring Lake represent the best showing known on the 

property* This showing is not in itself impressive, but the nature of the 

occurrence and its pyrite and galena mineralisation is so closely similar to 

conditions at the fienabie Vine and other nearby properties that this area 

should be carefully tested for values and the whole granite area carefully 

.explored for other quartz veins*



associated with magnetic 

gnetio high reading* 

tripping
i^fe-^d-and trenching is possible it-WQUld probably be more satisfactory, but it i i

'i^'-^/V1^^^ V'"*^ *'
ll-T-'-v; believed that diamond drillljig^ ^ll vbe^ri*biBssary to investigate some of the

anomaliea.n-VjTn.th these faotorii in mind the following reconnendations for
•; -' ' -*1- - V ' '\ tf 'T.-"'- i ,i ,"

further-work are made* v^..

••t&S- /•y? l* That the granite* south of Spring Lake be carefully explored 

and tested for gold values, and that all granite exposures on the property 

be carefully prospected for gold-bearing quartz*

2. That the quartftournaline veins at the north end of Tucker 

I*ke be tested for values and the area prospected for more veins*

3* That careful surface exploration be carried out across 

the "A" anomaly and that part of this work should, if possible, be located 

along picket lines 145f 00 H and. 157+50 N (north of base line) in order 

that results may be correlated -with the geophysical results* Drilling in 

this area should be dependent on the results of surface exploration*

4. That the "B" anomaly be investigated on line '145/00 W 

between 40+00 S and 45*00 8 and on line 99^-00 V from 0-+00 S to 5 + 00 S 

and 121-fOO W from 25*00 S to 27+00 S. 

That the investigation take the form of surface exploration first and that

'.i*-.-



manner aa to inter* 

eaet-weet fault, the 

p high and the southern magnetic low area*
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' Betpeotfully aubudtted, 

VISING GEOPHYSICS CORPORATION LIMITED

C* li* Bartley 
Geologist

N, B* KeeTil
Geophyaioiat and Geologist*

Toronto,
November 11, 1947*
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tp'45547 (inolusive)i 45590 to 45591 (inclusive)); 
'4464ljv44542); 4*669 to 48661 (inclusive)) 48664 and *-

Ee-tes'of Survey t , .'' ; V '-i'"" 7- V,'' : :.' ; -'' ''' ;. ' ; '' ''.' '

Magnetic measurements*August 26, 1947 to September 19,
, ; v vl947 (2 men) 7 

ttneouttins, chaining; pioketting -June 29, 1947 to
September,17,\1947c(12'men - casual) 

Geology (in field) July',20 - Augusi *V tt a*o)
August 2 -August 50 (2 men)

Calculating, plotting;;iaterpretation - September 4,1947 - 
November; lly 1947 :(6 men) intermittently

local

- 60 man day*

- 285 V "x
- 10 "
- 45 "

- 81 "

- 467 "

Baseline:

Picket Linesi

Miles of Linet

Operatop!

Assistants!

linecutters!

Draughtsman!

Geologists!

Instrument Ueedi

From # 2 post of Claim Ho* 57555 (in Lysander property) 
Base line runs H SO0 W for a distance of 4600 feet on 
Lysander property to the south boundary of Wesson* 
where it continues to 17600 feet, this point being 
approximately "the BW corner of the property.

Turned off from base line N 16O E and S 15O W at approx 
imately 550 foot intervals making the spacing between 
lines approximately 400 feet.

55.6

B. A. UacLeod

W. UoColl, H* Lee and H. Wank

B. A. UaoLeod and 11 assistants*

R. L. Bill

B. It. Bartley, T. Patrick (Field and Office). 
H. B. Keevil (office).

Adcania type magnetometer - Sensitivity! 25.9

Location of Main Base! 100 feet West of camp or approximately 550' NW of Post*"~—"——————————— #5 of Claim 34704 - Lysander*

No. of Magnetic Measurements! 2191

. '..,. ,J*.TJ. ,:.,
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